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Minn kota ultrex manual

02-18-2018, 12:58 #1 I have an installation manual, but I wondered if there was a link to the installation of the engine on the water. I saw some instructions on the video regarding making four calibration circuits and all that, but I wasn't sure if there was a guide on the grid anywhere to set up the engine? #2 02-18-2018, 01:23 PM I think
that's all you need to do. I've watched a lot of YouTube videos to help me. I tried to learn something new every time, unlike all at once. My brain can't handle everything at once lol #3 02-18-2018, 01:55 PM Nice.... I hope once I get a boat on the water, I won't have a problem. Thank you. #4 02-18-2018, 02:02 PM There is little more than
doing laps. Go to You Tube and search Ultrex Set Up. This is not difficult, requires the use of a remote control. You will wonder why you waited to get Ultrex!! You'll like that!! Ranger Boats/Mercury Motors G Loomis Rods/Shimano Reels Raymarine/MinnKota Ultrex Pepper Jigs/Robo Worms Troll Bridge V-T2 Vents #5 02-18-2018,
10.44pm #6 02-18-2018, 11.52pm Or.... go to minn kot's website... click on your trolling engine.... Scroll down until you see the manuals and below which you can download user manuals that they have not included in the installation manual box. You can get the Ultrex user manual and the I-Pilot user manual. That should cover everything.
Also, if you have a smartphone, do the same thing and save a copy of both on your phone so you can pull it while you're on the water if you need it. Joe 2000 Viper Coral 202 2001 Mercury 200 EFI #7 02-19-2018, 08:30 AM Originally published by akaslyguy Or.... go to minn kot's website... click on your trolling engine.... Scroll down until
you see the manuals and below which you can download user manuals that they have not included in the installation manual box. You can get the Ultrex user manual and the I-Pilot user manual. That should cover everything. Also, if you have a smartphone, do the same thing and save a copy of both on your phone so you can pull it while
you're on the water if you need it. That's the correct answer - why would you spend a few thousand on a trolling engine and rely on someone you don't know, didn't have a job, etc. Most of the guys on you tubes aren't ASC's. BBC Sponsor since 2006: (870) 773-3474 Pon - Thrs 8am - 5pm Central Friday Closed but accepting phone
messages Garmin Certified retailer and installers: Call us for all your needs Garmin Electronics! ASC for: Garmin, Lowrance, Minnkota, Humminbird, MotorGuide and Powerpole. #8 02-19-2018, 12:58 PM They are not online. or am I missing something? #9 02-19-2018, 01:36 PM They have changed their website since I was last on it, but
here is a link to the page where the links are located at the bottom of the page: Wes 2014 Nitro Z8, Mercury 200 Optimax Pro XS, MinnKota Ultrex IPilot/Link HELIX12 CHIRP SI, HELIX10 SI/GPS, 998c HDSI #10 02-19-2018, 02:48 Heading sensor calibration, direction shift and vessel scale adjustment are all addressed in the iPilot
Owner's Manual (MIN_productmanual_i-Pilot-BT-EN) which may be located on the ezfish connection. Last time decorated poppy747; 02-19-2018 at 02:55 PM. #11 02-20-2018, 08:01 AM Just to clarify about this connection. If you have one with an I Pilot link, you need to click this feature more on the page and let the page reload on that
model. Then scroll back down and you'll see it's available. 2000 STRATOS 20SS EXTREME 2011 EVINRUDE ETEC 250 HO HELIX 10 AND 12 SI 10' BLADES ULTREX / I PILOT LINK HUMMINBIRD 360 1 2 3 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 2930 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
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